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Give your sourdough a healthy start--a sourdough cookbook for beginners Sourdough bread is
iconic for its crispy crust, airy and springy crumb, and unique tangy flavor--and it all begins with
a fermented, yeasty concoction called a starter. While the process may seem extensive, this
sourdough cookbook will show you how easy it can be to whip up a delicious array of artisanal
sourdough breads with just a few ingredients, simple tools, and a little bit of patience. This
sourdough cookbook pairs simple instructions with tutorial photos, covering the first 6 days of
bringing your starter to life and helping it thrive. Explore the science of how sourdough starters
make bread rise along with how to prep your kitchen for fermented dough work. Then, try your
hand at dozens of crusty artisan-style breads, flavored pan loaves, pastries, pizza, specialty
breads, and even unique baked goods you can make with the leftover starter! This sourdough
cookbook includes: Fresh start--Explore a walk-through of making, feeding, storing, and
reactivating starter, and how temperature, hydration, and type of flour can influence
fermentation and flavor. Knead-to-know--From stretching to develop the gluten to proofing,
shaping, and baking, this sourdough cookbook takes you through the steps of bread baking,
plus beginner recipes, a handy glossary, and troubleshooting tips for every step. Expand your
skills--The recipes in this sourdough cookbook progress from a Basic No-Knead bread to a
more difficult Chocolate Babka to Pasta made with Italian wheat so you can master bakes and
expand your skills as you go. Achieve sourdough success with the Sourdough Cookbook for
Beginners.
Make incredible art with ink! • Discover the vibrant world of alcohol ink, the creative craze
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that's the hottest new art trend since paint pouring. • Learn everything you need to know about
working with this expressive medium and how to create striking ink art. • Follow over 20 stepby-step tutorials and benefit from expert tips plus a wealth of colourful DIY inspiration. Alcohol
inks have exploded onto the art scene with the rise of fluid art techniques such as paint
pouring. These accessible inks can be used to create stunning abstract art, even if you're a
total beginner. Through step-by-step tutorials and exercises, you'll learn everything you need to
know to get started with alcohol ink and how to combine techniques into incredible, bold and
colourful, abstract art. As well as paintings on paper, you'll discover inspiration and advice on
using the techniques to decorate a wide range of surfaces, including ceramics, plastic, glass,
wood and more to make fashion and home accessories and striking handmade gifts.
Drawing on historical writings about mental health consultation and on contemporary research
and theory, Jonathan Sandoval lucidly explains the consultee-centered approach to
consultation. The book provides an expert foundation on which to build a training program for
future school-based consultants. Written for graduate students in school psychology,
counseling psychology, special education, and social work, this book is an invaluable resource
for mental health professionals working in schools who wish to upgrade their professional skills
and grow as reflective practitioners. Individual chapters describe different stages in the
consultation process; outline the processes characterized in each stage; detail useful
consultant skills; review pertinent research; discuss the ethical principles underlying practice;
and suggest self-monitoring questions for student consultants. Featuring a step-by-step
developmental model of the consultee-centered consultation process, this book encourages
consultants to prioritize those characteristics that contribute to a consultee’s work difficulty, in
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addition to assessing the client more generally. By detailing this unique approach, this concise
volume provides an applicable, contextualized, and strategic form of consultation, and fosters a
professional-to-professional relationship distinguishable from supervision, counseling, therapy,
coaching or other methods.
This open access textbook is a comprehensive introduction to space syntax method and theory
for graduate students and researchers. It provides a step-by-step approach for its application in
urban planning and design. This textbook aims to increase the accessibility of the space syntax
method for the first time to all graduate students and researchers who are dealing with the built
environment, such as those in the field of architecture, urban design and planning, urban
sociology, urban geography, archaeology, road engineering, and environmental psychology.
Taking a didactical approach, the authors have structured each chapter to explain key
concepts and show practical examples followed by underlying theory and provided exercises to
facilitate learning in each chapter. The textbook gradually eases the reader into the
fundamental concepts and leads them towards complex theories and applications. In
summary, the general competencies gain after reading this book are: – to understand, explain,
and discuss space syntax as a method and theory; – be capable of undertaking various space
syntax analyses such as axial analysis, segment analysis, point depth analysis, or visibility
analysis; – be able to apply space syntax for urban research and design practice; – be able to
interpret and evaluate space syntax analysis results and embed these in a wider context; – be
capable of producing new original work using space syntax. This holistic textbook functions as
compulsory literature for spatial analysis courses where space syntax is part of the methods
taught. Likewise, this space syntax book is useful for graduate students and researchers who
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want to do self-study. Furthermore, the book provides readers with the fundamental knowledge
to understand and critically reflect on existing literature using space syntax.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9781446208205. This item is printed on demand.
The UVM Primer uses simple, runnable code examples, accessible analogies, and an easy-toread style to introduce you to the foundation of the Universal Verification Methodology. You will
learn the basics of object-oriented programming with SystemVerilog and build upon that
foundation to learn how to design testbenches using the UVM. Use the UVM Primer to brush
up on your UVM knowledge before a job interview to be able to confidently answer questions
such as "What is a uvm_agent?," "How do you use uvm_sequences?," and "When do you use
the UVM's factory." The UVM Primer's downloadable code examples give you hands-on
experience with real UVM code. Ray Salemi uses online videos (on www.uvmprimer.com) to
walk through the code from each chapter and build your confidence. Read The UVM Primer
today and start down the path to the UVM.
A Step-By-Step Introduction to Statistics for BusinessSAGE Publications Limited

Since publication of the first edition of this book in 2012 vitreoretinal surgery has
marched with huge steps forward. In 2012 23G was standard, today 25G and
27G are the most commonly used gauge sizes for vitrectomy. In 2012 the cutting
rate was 5.000 cuts/min and today with the development of a novel vitreous
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cutter the cutting rate has increased to 16.000 cuts/min. The advent of 25G/27G
made the instruments smaller and surgery less traumatic. Practical Handbook for
Small-Gauge Vitrectomy: A Step-By-Step Introduction to Surgical Techniques,
2ndEdition focuses on these new developments and features new chapters on
PVR detachment, intraocular tumour, macular translocation, sub macular
hemorrhages and ocular trauma. The surgeries are demonstrated step-by-step
and the material is shown in detail and videos visualize the surgery.This book will
serve as an immensely useful guide for all surgeons who are intending to make
use of this exciting and increasingly used technique.
This stunningly illustrated, project-based course on drawing and painting for the
beginner is divided into three sections: drawing, watercolour and oil painting.
A clear and concise introduction to statistics for business and management
students, demonstrating how important statistics are in the business decisionmaking process and covering everything from conducting a survey and collecting
data, to summarizing statistical data, and presenting findings. Each chapter
features a real-world business situation and accompanying dataset, the reader is
then encouraged to identify the correct statistical concept in the chapter and
solve the problem outlined. Offering students a chance to use the newly learned
theory in a practical way. New to the second edition: A “Review of Essential
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Mathematics” prologue, featuring tests and further links to help students refresh
their knowledge of the core mathematical concepts used to calculate basic
statistics. Updated screenshots on using IBM SPSS and Excel. A “Statistics in
the Real World” feature included at the end of each chapter, demonstrating how
statistics are applied in real-world business settings and research, accompanied
by reflective questions. Updated case studies, examples and diagrams,
illustrating key points and helping to reinforce learning. The book is accompanied
by free online resources including step-by-step video tutorials on how to use
Excel and IBM SPSS, datasets and worked solutions, an Instructors’ Manual,
Testbank, and PowerPoint presentation slides for lecturers. Essential reading for
business students wanting to know how to use statistics in a business setting.
Presents instructions for sixteen polymer clay projects for such items as a cuff
bracelet, a robot, a nature box, and a pendant.
This comprehensive, introductory book covers the essentials of Chinese
massage (Tui na), including the fundamental principles of Chinese medicine, and
the 20 basic massage techniques. It also includes treatment advice for 12
common ailments, so that the reader can practice what he or she has learnt to
good effect. The book covers: · Instruction on 20 specialized massage
techniques · How to locate over 50 points to treat specific problems · How to
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combine massage with Qi Gong for maximum energy and wellbeing · Step-bystep treatments for common colds, lower back pain, sciatica and more · Clear
photographs, diagrams and charts The author provides key information in clear,
easy to refer to tables and diagrams, making this also an excellent reference for
students, and practitioners of related disciplines.
Be the Change your Institution Needs What are leaders in research saying about
Data Science in Higher Education? "Where has this book been all these years?
This is THE starting point for researchers looking for a leg up in today's college
environment. Two parts discussion, one part methodology, and one part witty
humor. I love it!" "Buy this book for your analysts. They and your college will
thank you." "This is the only book on data science specific for higher education
research that covers both theory and practice. I'm not a programmer at all, and I
found this book very enjoyable. You wont regret it -- I know I don't!" "When our
department was tasked with coming up with a predictive 'machine-learning'
model, we hired Jesse to help us. His charisma and knowledge are unmatched,
and this book only helps to breathe fresh life into issues in research today that
are all too often swept under the rug." Discover the tools to take your institution to
the next level! Data Science in higher education is the process of turning raw
institutional data into actionable intelligence. With this introduction to foundational
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topics in machine learning and predictive analytics, ambitious leaders in research
can develop and employ sophisticated predictive models to better inform their
institution's decision-making process. You don't need an advanced degree in
math or statistics to do data science. With the open-source statistical
programming language R, you'll learn how to tackle real-life institutional data
challenges (with actual institutional data!) by going step-by-step through different
case studies. Topics include: Simple, Multiple, & Logistic Regression
Techniques, and Naive Bayes Classifiers Best Practices for Data Scientists in
Higher Education Narrative-style stories, gotchas, and insights from actual data
science jobs at colleges and universities "Forget the textbooks. This is a book on
data science written for institutional researchers *by* an institutional researcher.
You need this book."------------------------------------------ Data Science is the art of
carefully picking through that pile of book pages and putting together a complete
book. It's the art of developing a narrative for your data, so that all the raw
information that your institution warehouses and reports in bar charts and
histograms is replaced with actionable intelligence. Here's what we know: Data
science can and should be an integral part of college and university operations.
Institutional effectiveness should be working side-by-side with faculty and
educators to collect, clean, and mine through data of current and past students'
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behaviors in order to better empower counseling and advisement services
(whether virtual or otherwise). Data itself should be considered an asset to an
institution, and the data mining process a necessary function of institutional
operations. So how do we do it? It starts with a solid perspective and great
research tools. With Data Science in Higher Education you'll learn about and
solve real-world institutional problems with open-source tools and machine
learning research techniques. Using R, you'll tackle case studies from real
colleges and develop predictive analytical solutions to problems that colleges and
universities face to this day.
This comprehensive book introduces and integrates adolescent developmental
themes and family system theory into a coherent assessment and intervention
model. Author Mark Worden views the adolescent as active in shaping the family
interactions as much as the family is influential in shaping the adolescent’s
behavior. He takes a pragmatic approach to therapy, emphasizing what best
explains the clinical phenomena and what works best for change. To this end, a
heavy emphasis is placed on the process of evaluation and intervention of
adolescents and their families with typical therapeutic dilemmas. This practical
book is organized to take the reader through the first evaluation interview,
through the planning of intervention strategies, and through the beginning,
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middle, and termination phases of treatment. Case examples bring Adolescents
and Their Families to life, highlighting conceptual discussions. Topics discussed
in this important book range from the integration of adolescent and family
psychology, to the employment of a contextual-dialectic (“goodness-of-fit”)
paradigm to evaluate adolescent-family interface, to matching the intervention
with the family. A step-by-step discussion of the first interview and diverse
intervention strategies are discussed, as are frequent clinical syndromes--actingout, underachievement, eating disorders, divorce/single parenthood, depression,
and suicide. Graduate students and clinicians will find this appealing book an
ideal resource, as will experienced therapists beginning to work with adolescents
and families. The book will also serve as an excellent primary or ancillary text for
graduate courses in psychotherapy with adolescents and in family therapy
courses. High school guidance counselors, social workers, and psychologists will
also find many valuable applications in this timely book.
A fun do-it-yourself recipe book that inspires children to be confident and creative in the kitchen
and beyond.
The Step by Step series is a collection of exercise books/CDs for violin based on the MotherTongue approach. From the very beginning, it will provide a solid foundation in instrumental
technique for Suzuki and traditional approaches in private lessons or group settings. The focus
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is on teaching correct, child-appropriate practice habits that range from listening, singing, and
dancing to playing music. The ideas presented, including information for parent and practice
tips should stimulate daily practice and also make it more effective. Includes new piano
arrangements by David Andruss. This volume is the Complete Version based on Suzuki Violin
School, Volume 2, and includes the Violin Exercise Book in English with the CD. Pages: 66
Create 37 figures with clear, step-by-step instructions and helpful diagrams. Simple to
advanced objects include rocket, mouse, elephant, violinist, Viking ship, and many more.
Embark on your first pottery project with confidence & flair -- this step-by-step project book
offers a wealth of handy hints & straightforward advice, designed especially for the first timepotter. Projects include coiling, slab techniques & how to throw a pot on a wheel. Close-up
photographs in full color make the methods clear, while pictures of the pots & figures provide
ample inspiration. Includes hints on choosing equipment & materials. Author is a self-taught
potter who teaches pottery in adult education centers & also acts as an artistic consultant to
companies in the ceramic industry.
With colorful drawings and photographs, this book gives step-by-step instructions on a variety
of gardening and planting projects.
Read and play music in no time! Have fun learning to read music with this easy-to-follow guide.
The Everything Reading Music Book has all it takes for you to quickly master and appreciate
the fundamentals of music notation and theory so you can read and understand music like a
pro. Filled with hundreds of examples and a bonus CD bringing the essential lessons to life,
this is the all-in-one handbook you need to learn fast! Get the skills you need to read music like
an expert with: Detailed descriptions of how to understand rhythm, rests, meter and time The
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key to reading expression markings, dynamics and other essential symbols How to form
scales, chords, intervals, key signatures and other vital theory topics Chord progressions in all
keys from basic to advanced progressions Demystification of instrument transpositions
Instrument ranges, common foreign language terms and much more Applications to all
instruments and every style of music Sheets of music can be intimidating - music is another
language! But The Everything Reading Music Book has all you need to speak fluently.
This book presents the amateur with fine examples of astronomical sketches and step-by-step
tutorials in each medium, including pencil, pen and ink, chalks and pastels, painting and
computer graphics programs. This unique book can teach almost anyone to create beautiful
sketches of celestial objects by following simple, illustrated, step-by-step instructions. Readers
can select a chapter related to their preferred class of object, and rapidly learn techniques in
several media. Each chapter contains useful information regarding equipment, techniques for
preserving and archiving sketches, and suggestions for accurate record keeping.

Ready-to-use recipes to customize and extend your e-commerce website
Origami Learn how to fold origami flowers, boxes, airplanes, ninja stars and other
projects with our free tutorials. Learn the history of origami and the various
folding techniques. Origami for Kids Kids can learn origami techniques too!
Discover entry-level origami tutorials for children. The Complete Book of Origami
- A origami book for kids includes: + Easy to Learn - Collection of simple origami
for kids with clearly illustrated and easy-to-follow instructions that even beginning
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paper crafters can follow with success. + Tips and Techniques - How to origami
book? Pay attention to tips that help you select the right paper, way to waterproof
origami work through tough steps, and add your own creative twist. + For Widerange of Age - Folding paper for kids, Origami craft kits. Yeah, Fun with Easy
Origami - easy origami for kids ages 8-12. + Amazing Gift - Be more fun and
creative. A lovely gift for your kids, and parents. Let's pick up a paper and
complete these cuddly creations.
How to Read a Poem is an introduction to creative reading, the art of coming up
with something to say about a text. It presents a new method for learning and
teaching the skills of poetic interpretation, providing its readers with practical
steps they can use to construct perceptive, inventive readings of any poem they
might read. The Introduction sets out the aims of the book and provides some
basic operating principles for applying the seven steps. In each subsequent
chapter, the step is introduced and explained, relevant points of interpretative
theory and methodology are discussed and illustrated with multiple examples,
and the step is put into practice in a final section. Through these final sections,
step by step, the book develops an extended reading of a single poem, Letitia
Landon’s "Lines Written under a Picture of a Girl Burning a Love-Letter" from
1822. That reading is sustained across the whole arc of the book, providing a
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detailed worked example of how to read a poem. This accessible and enjoyable
guide is the ideal introduction to anyone approaching the detailed study of poetry
for the first time and offers valuable theoretical insights for those more
experienced in the area.
Introduction to Real World Statistics provides students with the basic concepts
and practices of applied statistics, including data management and preparation;
an introduction to the concept of probability; data screening and descriptive
statistics; various inferential analysis techniques; and a series of exercises that
are designed to integrate core statistical concepts. The author’s systematic
approach, which assumes no prior knowledge of the subject, equips student
practitioners with a fundamental understanding of applied statistics that can be
deployed across a wide variety of disciplines and professions. Notable features
include: short, digestible chapters that build and integrate statistical skills with
real-world applications, demonstrating the flexible usage of statistics for evidencebased decision-making statistical procedures presented in a practical context
with less emphasis on technical jargon early chapters that build a foundation
before presenting statistical procedures SPSS step-by-step detailed instructions
designed to reinforce student understanding real world exercises complete with
answers chapter PowerPoints and test banks for instructors.
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Are you looking for a clear, accessible guide to mathematics that can help you
brush up your skills and rediscover the key concepts and techniques? Complete
Mathematics provides an invaluable, step-by-step introduction to the subject.
Packed full of worked examples and useful exercises, it will guide you through
the essentials quickly and easily, giving you the knowledge you need to gain
maths confidence. NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One, five and ten-minute
introductions to key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of
instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on the
author's many years of experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and
online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra
online articles at www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer understanding of
psychology. FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER Quick refreshers to help you
remember the key facts. TRY THIS Innovative exercises illustrate what you've
learnt and how to use it.
A step-by-step introduction to modeling, training, andforecasting using wavelet
networks Wavelet Neural Networks: With Applications in FinancialEngineering,
Chaos, and Classification presents the statisticalmodel identification framework
that is needed to successfully applywavelet networks as well as extensive
comparisons of alternatemethods. Providing a concise and rigorous treatment
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forconstructing optimal wavelet networks, the book links mathematicalaspects of
wavelet network construction to statistical modeling andforecasting applications
in areas such as finance, chaos, andclassification. The authors ensure that
readers obtain a complete understandingof model identification by providing indepth coverage of bothmodel selection and variable significance testing.
Featuring anaccessible approach with introductory coverage of the
basicprinciples of wavelet analysis, Wavelet Neural Networks: WithApplications
in Financial Engineering, Chaos, andClassification also includes: • Methods that
can be easily implemented or adapted byresearchers, academics, and
professionals in identification andmodeling for complex nonlinear systems and
artificialintelligence • Multiple examples and thoroughly explained procedureswith
numerous applications ranging from financial modeling andfinancial engineering,
time series prediction and construction ofconfidence and prediction intervals, and
classification and chaotictime series prediction • An extensive introduction to
neural networks that beginswith regression models and builds to more complex
frameworks • Coverage of both the variable selection algorithm andthe model
selection algorithm for wavelet networks in addition tomethods for constructing
confidence and prediction intervals Ideal as a textbook for MBA and graduatelevel courses inapplied neural network modeling, artificial intelligence,
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advanceddata analysis, time series, and forecasting in financialengineering, the
book is also useful as a supplement for courses ininformatics, identification and
modeling for complex nonlinearsystems, and computational finance. In addition,
the book serves asa valuable reference for researchers and practitioners in
thefields of mathematical modeling, engineering, artificialintelligence, decision
science, neural networks, and finance andeconomics.
From master storyteller An Na comes the Printz Award–winning novel about a
Korean girl who tells her firsthand account of trying to find her place and identity
in America from the day she leaves Korea as a child to her rocky journey through
the teenage years. At age four, Young Ju moves with her parents from Korea to
Southern California. She has always imagined America would be like heaven:
easy, blissful, and full of riches. But when her family arrives, she finds it to be the
opposite. With a stubborn language barrier and cultural dissimilarities, not only is
it impossible to make friends, but even her family’s internal bonds are wavering.
Her parents’ finances are strained, yet her father’s stomach is full of booze. As
Young Ju’s once solid and reliable family starts tearing apart, her younger
brother begins to gain more freedom and respect simply because of his gender.
Young Ju begins to lose all hope in the dream she once held—the heaven she
longs for. Even as she begins to finally fit in, a cataclysmic family event will
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change her idea of heaven forever. But it also helps her to recognize the strength
she holds, and envision the future she desires, and deserves.
Understand deep learning, the nuances of its different models, and where these models
can be applied. The abundance of data and demand for superior products/services
have driven the development of advanced computer science techniques, among them
image and speech recognition. Introduction to Deep Learning Using R provides a
theoretical and practical understanding of the models that perform these tasks by
building upon the fundamentals of data science through machine learning and deep
learning. This step-by-step guide will help you understand the disciplines so that you
can apply the methodology in a variety of contexts. All examples are taught in the R
statistical language, allowing students and professionals to implement these techniques
using open source tools. What You'll Learn Understand the intuition and mathematics
that power deep learning models Utilize various algorithms using the R programming
language and its packages Use best practices for experimental design and variable
selection Practice the methodology to approach and effectively solve problems as a
data scientist Evaluate the effectiveness of algorithmic solutions and enhance their
predictive power Who This Book Is For Students, researchers, and data scientists who
are familiar with programming using R. This book also is also of use for those who wish
to learn how to appropriately deploy these algorithms in applications where they would
be most useful.
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Make traditional, simple, and fun paper craft models with this easy origami book The
ancient art of origami originated in Japan, where it is steeped in traditional values. This
new version includes 16 origami models totally different from previous versions .The
more playful side of origami is represented as well: the stylized sumo wrestler with
realistic moves has entertained Japanese children for centuries, and the paper Samurai
hat is a favorite of kids. In addition, you'll discover: Classic and contemporary
Models?Try your hand at recognizable models, like Crane and Sailboat, as well as
original designs, like Ninja Star and Samurai Helmets. Tips and techniques?Pay
attention to tips that help you select the right paper, work through tough steps, and add
your own creative twist. Symbol glossary?Find a comprehensive guide to standard
origami symbols, as well as helpful info on how to read origami diagrams. And much,
much more! Origami is an ideal activity for children since paper folding develops
dexterity and creativity. Origami is also a craft based on a few fundamental 3D folding
techniques. This book is a useful starting point for fans of all ages and abilities.
Although this book is aimed at origami beginners, it contains projects suitable for
origami fans of all ages and abilities and is the perfect book for all those who enjoy
making things with their hands.
Are you looking for Calligraphy practice sheets to improve your a letters? With this
Calligraphy exercise book, to learn Calligraphy and to become a master of the artistic
Calligraphy. lettering's skill you can improve your skill by practicing on this pad of
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Calligraphy. The slanted lined graph paper ensures accurate penmanship is achieved
Calligraphy. This Calligraphy workbook for beginners is super helpful for Calligrapher
enthusiasts to practice their skills to perfection.
Starting with the basic blocks for skirts and bodices (and also a jacket and trouser
block), Gillian Holman shows you how to add the refinements, such as necklines,
collars, sleeves, yokes, flounces, pleats, peg tops, pockets, and crossovers. Each
design element is accompanied by sketches and patterns. It is a step-by-step
introduction to the techniques of pattern cutting for fashion students and amateur
dressmakers.
Bias-cut Dressmaking is the best easy-to-follow guide to bias-cut clothes. It provides
step-by-step instructions and diagrams for making over 40 items of clothing that are cut
on the bias. The bias-cut technique is used by designers for cutting clothing to utilize
the greater stretch in the bias or diagonal direction of the fabric. This allows the fabric to
accentuate body lines and curves and drape softly. Bias-cut garments were an
important feature of the designs of Madeleine Vionnet in the 1920s and 1930s but are
now timeless. This classic text on the subject includes making skirts, dresses, trousers,
eveningwear and even lingerie. You can make a halterneck evening dress, a cowlnecked shift dress, palazzo pants, bias-cut culottes, a cowl camisole, a strapless
evening dress or a slightly flared bias skirt. The text is clearly written and laid out,
making the beauty and the comfort of bias-cut clothing accessible to those not overly
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familiar with this type of dressmaking, including fashion students and amateur
dressmakers.
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